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PROBLEM
Special effects in movies require tracks of fea-

tures through scenes. Tracks are found in an in-
teractive process. The artist marks a position, and
the computer proposes a track which is then fur-
ther refined by the artist.

This is a difficult problem due to three aspects.

1. Appearance changes due to lighting and
pose

2. Occlusions
3. Speed: Interactive editing requires faster

than framerate calculation

CONTRIBUTIONS
We formulated tracking as path search in a

large graph, and solve it efficiently with a mod-
ificiation of Dijkstra’s algorithm.

The method is based on [2]. Our main contri-
butions are

1. Efficient incorporation of a background ap-
pearance model

2. Formulation as a shortest path problem
3. (Correct) handling of occlusions
4. High-Efficiency implementation with up to

150 fps for a high resolution video

RESULTS
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Between one and three user clicks were needed
to achieve accurate tracking for the head se-
quence. Note the correct handling of the occluded
ear, which required only a single click.

The eye of the running giraffe required
eight user interactions, of which three marked
occlusions.
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A FUTURE DIRECTION

We incorporated a background model, where
a click informs us not only that ‘this is how the
patch looks like’, but also for the rest of the frame,
‘this is how the patch does not look like’.

Can we also efficiently use a background tracks
model, allowing us to reason, ‘this would be a
good track, but part of it can be better explained
by tracking another point’.

SOURCE CODE
The source code and compiled executables

with an interactive interface are available at
http://www.cs.unibas.ch/personen/
amberg_brian/graphtrack

SPEED

Image Filter Bank Response

Speed is achieved by preprocessing the video
with an adaptive filter bank as in [2]. Preprocess-
ing was sped up significantly, but is still slower
than realtime.

This encodes the video into 16 byte per pixel
feature vectors. We implemented an efficient
search for similar patches using the SIMD hard-
ware of modern processors, and only evaluate the
cost on these candidate patches. (Typically 200
patches per frame). Candidate search and reason-
ing are highly efficient resulting in an interactive
system.

Note that the preprocessing is not specific to
the interestpoints tracked later. A single prepro-
cessed video can therefore be used in many anno-
tation sessions.
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The cost is interpreted as a directed acyclic
graph with weights on the nodes and edges. The
nodes encode candidate positions, and the edges
the transition costs between candidates. Addi-
tional edges (dashed) allow occlusion transitions
which skip frames.

The optimal track is found with a modification
of Dijkstra’s shortest path search. The search was
speed up by lower bounding the cost, and lazily
evaluating the accurate cost only where necessary
to find the global optimum.
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We incorporate a background model, such
that a click tells us not only ‘this is how the
landmark looks like’, but also ‘this is how the
landmark does not look like’ for all other patches
in that frame.

The figure contrasts the per frame evidence
for each candidate patch with and without a back-
ground model. Using the background model
makes the correct patch probable enough, that it
is chosen. But note that global reasoning over the
entire path is still necessary, as the correct patch
is not the most probable patch in this frame.


